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1. The paradox of discourse markers: omnipresent, but never obligatory 

Though the cross-linguistic variation in the CP domain is well-theorized (Rizzi 1997, 
2004, 2013), the question of how clausal syntax is integrated into larger discourse spans 
is not, with recent analyses arguing for enriched CP-external labels (Speas and Tenny 
2003, Akkus and Hill (in press), Wiltschko and Heim 2016, Wiltschko 2018). In this 
context, we investigate Anishinaabemowin (An) discourse markers (DMs) which 
present a paradox: though ubiquitous, they are never obligatory (Degand 2016).1 In An, 
they divide into two position classes (Fairbanks 2016): position 1 DM mii is in initial 
position (1a), while position 2 DM sa is in second position (1b); They can co-occur (1c), 
where mii dash combines position 1 DM mii with position 2 DM dash. As the examples 
in (1) show, An DMs occur at the left-periphery of CP, raising the question of how they 
are integrated into clause structure. With this in mind, we introduce the dataset (§1.1), 
and present the tools we use to analyze it (§1.2). 

(1) a. [PU Mii  epiit-agoodooyan.] 
      mii  e-piit-agood-oo-yan 
      DM1 C-high-hang-TI-2SG.CJ 
‘That is how high you hang it.’ (J§6.3) 

b. …, [PU akawe sa      gidasemaa   gidoodaapinaa.] 
          …,       akawe sa      gid-asemaa  gid-oodaapin-aa 
                        first      DM2 2.tobacco.NA 2-pick.up-DIR.2>3.IDP 
          ‘…, first thing you do is pick up your tobacco.’ (J§4.1) 

c. … [PU mii dash   iye    gaa-onji-ikidowaan;] … 
…       mii dash   iye    gaa-onji-i-kido-waan 
           DM1 DM2 DEM PRF+IC-from-thus-say.AI.2SG.CJ 
‘… that is why I say this;…’ (J§3.1b) 

 
1 This research, funded by Queen’s University Research Leaders’ Fund, is situated within the broader 
goal of developing Anishinaabemowin corpora for language learners, teachers, and researchers. 
Conventions: 1=1st person; 2=2nd person; §=paragraph from text; A=addressee; AI=animate intransitive 
verb; C=complementizer; CJ=conjunct mode; DEM=demonstrative; DIR=direct; DiscP=Discourse 
Phrase; DM=discourse marker; DM1=position 1 discourse marker; DM2=position 2 discourse marker; 
DU=discourse unit; H=max pitch target; IC=initial change; IDP=independent mode; IMVE=imperative; 
INV=inverse; INTER=interroggative; LOCAS-F=Louvain Corpus of Annotated Speech-French; 
NA=animate nouns; OBV=obviative; OP=operator; P=plural; PRF=perfective; PRN=pronoun; 
PRX=proximate; PST=past; PU=prosodic unit; REL=relative; S=speaker; SG=singular; TA=transitive 
animate verb; TI=transitive inanimate verb; X=indefinite subject. 
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1.1  The language, speaker, (re)sources and (con)text 

Anishinaabemowin is a central Algonquian language that spans Manitoba to Québec in 
Canada, and Michigan to Wisconsin in the USA. We examine the Border Lakes variety, 
spoken at the Canada-US border, based on an oral text entitled Gakina Dibaajimowin 
Gwayakwaawan (‘All Teachings are Correct’) by Nancy Jones from 
Nigigoonsiminikaaning (Red Gut, Ontario); it is a counselling speech, its rhetorical 
style reflects Anishinaabe philosophical principles. There are three episodes. Episode I 
(§§1-4) introduces the lesson of the validity of all teachings; episode II establishes the 
authority of the narrator via experience (§§5-8) and eyewitness (§§9-14) of tobacco-
giving; episode III introduces the lesson of careful listening (§15-18). These lessons 
exemplify two philosophical principles — mindful attention and relational knowledge 
(Lightning 1992, MacKay 2014) — which structure interlocutor stance and 
engagement. Mindful attention requires a speaker to adopt a stance of compassionate 
mind and engagement via gentle talking; this is salient in Episode I. For the addressee, 
it requires a stance of mutual thinking and engagement via active listening; this is salient 
in Episode III. Relational knowledge — which requires knowledge to be acquired via 
the environment, either experientially (via participation) or by eye-witness (via 
perception or cognition, the latter being self-perception) — operates as a felicity 
condition on An utterances, driving the ubiquitous use of DMs (Rhodes 1979, 1998, 
Valentine 2001, Fairbanks 2016) to mark the speaker’s propositional attitude. To show 
this, we present Episode I, which divides into four sections (§§1-4); all but three 
sentences ( §2.1a; §3.1a; §3.2 ) are associated with at least one DM. Figure 1 tabulates 
the DMs for the entire narrative, which has 71 DMs in all. The most frequent DM is mii, 
analyzed by Fairbanks (2016) as a position 1 DM. The remaining DMs partition into 
two position classes, namely those that occur in position 2 (e.g. (i)go, ge, (i)sa, and 
(i)dash), and those that are interjections (e.g. the interjection howa (and its allomorphs 
waa, ohoo, oo, owaah) and ahaw). 

Episode I of Jone’s (2013) Counselling speech 
 

§1.1 Ahaw miigwech.  OK, thank you. 
§1.2 Aaniish-inaa awe aya’aaa. So let’s see this thing. 
§2.1a Asemaa ingii-miinigoo ji-

naanaagazoondamaan gegoo ji-
didibaadandamaan bangii awe, 

I was given tobacco to talk about 
something and analyze a few things, 

§2.1b minik ge niin gegoo gaapi-izhi-
waawiindamaagowaan gii-pi-
ombigiyaan aapiji go awe. 

the things that I was taught as I was 
growing up, especially this. 

§2.2 Nashke ingoji gii-okwabiyan omaa 
ingoji gakina gakina bebekaan 
gidayaamin dibaajmowinan. 

So as we gather and sit around 
somewhere we all have different, our 
own, teachings. 
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§2.3  Gaawin dash wiin awiya wiikaa indaa-
aanwetawaasii aaniish-naa. 

I would never say I disbelieve anyone.  

§3.1a  Gakina, gakina awiiya gegoo gii-pi-
waawiindamowaa gii-pi-abinoojiiwid 

Everyone, everyone has something that 
they were taught as they grew up as a 
child; 

§3.1b mii dash iye gaa-onji-ikidowaan 
gawiin, gaawiin wiikaa awiiya anishaa 
ikido indaa-inendanzii. 

that is why I say this; I would never 
think to myself that person is not right 

§3.2 Debwe, debwe iwe gaa-ikidod, gakina 
awiya debwe. 

The truth, he speaks the truth; what he 
says, everyone speaks the truth 

§3.3a Minik gego gaa-izhi-dibaamijot awe, The things that he speaks about 
§3.3b nashke omaa geniin gaa-izhi-

gikinoo’amagowaan. 
such as here that which I was taught. 

§4.1 Jibwaa maajitaayan gego owe wii-
izhichigeyan, akawe sa gidasemaa 
gidoodaapinaa. 

Before you start something that you 
are going to do, first thing you do is 
pick up your tobacco. 

§4.2 Mii-dash awe, ge-wiiji’ik awe weweni 
gego ji-izhichigeyan aaniin, aaniin iwe 
gwek waa-izhichigeyan.  

It is this, this is the one that will help 
you to do it right, whatever you are 
doing, anything you want to do. 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of Discourse Markers in Jones (2013); n=71 

1.2  Tools for analyzing discourse markers 

Analyzing DMs as updating discourse commitments (Krifka 2012) accounts for 
Fairbanks’ (2016) observation that they are compositional and additive (§2). Combining 
Emonds’ (2004) Discourse Phrase analysis with Degand’s (2016) corpus analysis 
accounts for Position 1 DMs as phrasal XPs in Spec,DiscP, and Position 2 DMs as Disc 
heads (§3). This provides insight into the prosody of DMs which are the locus of max 
pitch, and which we treat as the realization of a Discourse head (§4). 

mii  P1, 31% (n=22)
(i)go P2, 18% 

(n=13)

ge P2, 15% (n=11)

(i)sa P2, 13% (n=9)

(i)dash P2, 11% 
(n=8)

howa, 
waa, ohoo, 
oo, owaah 

ITJ, 7% 
(n=5)

ahaw 
ITJ,  
4% 

(n=3)
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2.  The semantic dimension of Anishinaabemowin discourse markers 

Fairbanks (2016) provides clear criteria for distinguishing An DMs in terms of position 
class (e.g. position 1 versus 2), but the felicity conditions constraining their context of 
use are less well understood. As a step towards solving this, we adopt the classificatory 
schema of Degand (2016). We select this approach for two reasons: (i) it attends to 
prosody-syntax mapping in natural speech, which is crucial in understanding how An 
DMs are deployed; (ii) it offers fine-grained coding of discourse functions and contexts 
and so is well-suited for genre analysis, a necessary component of a more complete 
understanding of An DMs. We began by assembling the list of DMs reported in the 
literature (Valentine 200, Fairbanks 2016), as well as the DMs attested in Jones (2013); 
see Table 1. We then classified these DMs according to: (i) illocutionary force 
(assertoric, interrogative, exclamative); (ii) discourse function (ideational, sequencing, 
rhetorical, interpersonal); (iii) update of discourse unit or proposition; (iv) distribution 
(P1, P2, or Relative Root). Generalizations emerge relative to the semantics-pragmatics 
interface (§2.3) and the semantics-syntax interface (§2.4). 

Table 1. Inventory of Anishinaabemowin Discourse Markers 
 
Speech Act Function Update Form  
Assertoric • ideational (n/a: CP-internal) 

causality 
izhi- 
onzaam ‘because’ 

RR 
P1 

• sequencing links to upcoming DU 
links to prior DU 
reformulates prior DU 

(i)na-sh-ke ‘look!’ 
miin-aawa ‘also’3 

dibishkoo ‘just like’3 

P1 
P1 
P1 

• rhetorical 
 

S rejects prior p 
 
S re-aligns commitment to p 
S super-asserts p 

awenh, inenh, ‘nuh 
uh!’ 
aanii-sh ‘well’ 
mii 

P1 
 

P1 
P1 

S presents novel p 
S introduces p 
S strengthens p 
S evaluates p 
S presents alternative p 

(i)sa 
ge 
(i)go 
naa 
-sh, sha 

P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 

Interrogative 
 

  • inter-  
    personal 

S requests {p, ¬p} 
S re-requests {p, ¬p} 

na 
da 

P2 
P2 

Exclamative  S highlights p 
 
S acknowledges p 

howa, waa, ohoo, 
oo(wah) 
ahaw 

P1 
 

P1 
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2.1  Anishinaabemowin DMs and the semantics-pragmatics interface 

Degand (2016) identifies four discourse functions for DMs: (i) ideational DMs flag 
relations between propositions, e.g. 
cause, consequence, concession, 
contrast, alternative, condition, 
temporal exception; (ii) rhetorical 
DMs flag subjective claims and 
implicatures; (iii) sequential DMs flag 
narrative progression and information 
structure; (iv) interpersonal DMs 
manage the speaker-hearer relation. 
Relative to discourse functions, Episode 
I of the Jones text shows the following 
distribution: rhetorical (n=14, 61%), 
ideational (n=6, 26%), sequential (n=2, 
9%), and interpersonal (n=1, 4%); see 
Figure 2. It is illuminating to compare 
the distribution of these functions to 
the findings for LOCAS-F; see Figure 
3. Though the two corpora are 
incommensurate in size (n=23 for An; 
n=500 for LOCAS-F), there are 
suggestive points of convergence and 
divergence. In both, the proportion of 
DMs flagging ideational and 
interpersonal discourse functions is 
similar: ideational discourse functions 
(which mark clause-type) represent 
26% of DMs in the Jones text and 22% 
in LOCAS-F; interpersonal discourse 
functions are constitute 4% of DMs in both corpora. Interestingly, the relative 
proportion of rhetorical and sequential discourse functions is inverted. In the Jones text, 
DMs with rhetorical discourse functions  constitute almost two-thirds of the total (62%), 
while DMs with sequential functions are infrequent (9%). LOCAS-F presents the 
opposite ranking: DMs with a sequential function are the largest chunk (44%), followed 
by DMs with a rhetorical discourse function (30%). One might argue that the 
distribution of discourse functions is an idiosyncratic feature of the text we are 
analyzing. We do not think this is so. At the risk of over-interpreting, we suggest the 
following trends: (i) universal prevalence of rhetorical and ideational DMs; (ii) 
universal paucity of interactional DMs; (iii) language-specific deployment of sequential 
DMs. For the Jones text, the prevalence of rhetorical (61%) functions and the paucity 
of sequencing (9%) and interpersonal (4%) functions reflect two constraints: (i) how 
felicity conditions condition the deployment of DMs; (ii) the syntacticization of the 
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sequencing function. For felicity conditions, An DMs mostly flag the speaker’s 
perspective, hence the abundance of rhetorical DMs, which frame speaker-oriented 
claims and implicatures. Consider Table 2, which lists rhetorical DMs relative to their 
updates, form, and position class. The updates provided by this class of DMs all express 
the speaker’s attitude to the proposition. Extending Krifka and Musan’s (2012) proposal 
that DMs update discourse commitments, we suggest An rhetorical DMs update the 
speaker’s attitude to a proposition. Position 1 rhetorical DMs are anaphoric in requiring 
a prejacent proposition p: they can reject a prior p (awenh/inehnh, ‘nuh uh’!’), re-align 
the speaker’s commitment to p (aanii-sh ‘well’), or super-assert p (mii). Position 2 
rhetorical DMs flag propositional attitude but do not require an antecedent: (i)sa 
presents a novel p, (i)go strengthens p, ge introduces p, naa evaluates p, and -sh/sha 
presents an alternative p.2 The prevalence of DMs with a rhetorical discourse function 
is consistent with Degand’s (2016) observation that DMs mostly flag subjective stance.3 
This is reflected by the sparse use of DMs to flag interpersonal relations: 4% in both the 
Jones text and LOCAS-F. There remains the question of why, for sequencing DMs, 
there is such a big difference between the two corpora: they are the most frequent in 
LOCAS-F (44%), but rare in the Jones text (9%). Solving this puzzle requires that we 
look at the interface between semantics and syntax. 

 
Table 2. Anishinaabemowin Rhetorical Discourse Markers 
 
Update Form  
S rejects prior p (F98) 
S re-aligns commitment to p (F99) 
S super-asserts p (F94) 

awenh, inenh, ‘nuh uh!’ 
aanii-sh ‘well’ 
mii 

P1 
P1 
P1 

S presents novel p (V150) 
S introduces p 
S strengthens p (V150) 
S evaluates p (F140) 
S presents alternative p (V150) 

(i)sa 
ge 
(i)go 
naa 
-sh, sha 

P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 

2.2  Anishinaabemowin DMs and the semantics-syntax interface 

The data point to two novel findings. First, position 1 DMs — onzaam, inashke, 
miinaawa, dibishkoo, awenh, inenh, anish, mii; and the interjections ahaw and howa, 
along with its allomorphs — are in complementary distribution with other XPs. Second, 
position 2 DMs —(i)sa, (i)go, ge, naa, -sh, na, da — are X0 heads that are always 
preceded by an XP. Position 1 DMs are introduced in Spec,DiscP (2a), position 2 DMs 
are introduced as Disc heads (2b), and they may co-occur. When they do, this implies 
that they are hosted in the same projection (2c) or in a series of projections (2d); the 

 
2 See Valentine (2001) and Fairbanks (2016) for full exemplification of An DMs. 
3 The rhetorical An DMs that flag propositional attitude might fill a lexical gap, as An has only one 
propositional attitude verb: quotative ‘say’.  
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data are consistent with both possibilities. 

(2) a. [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc   …    ] [CP … ]]] 
b. [DiscP  [Disc’ [Disc  DM2 ] [CP … ]]] 
c. [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc  DM2 ] [CP … ]]] 
d. [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc   …    ] [DiscP  [Disc’ [Disc   DM2 ]  [CP … ]]]]] 

 Before examining the data in more detail, there remains one loose end to tie up, 
namely the paucity of An DMs with sequencing functions that mark narrative 
progression and information structure. A clue to what lies behind this is provided by 
Fairbanks’ (2016) observation that asyndesis is the preferred clause-chaining 
mechanism in An. This likely reflects the fact that An is a discourse-configurational 
language where word order marks information-theoretic contrasts such as topic and 
focus (Bliss 2017). We conjecture that the burden of coding narrative progression is 
housed in the very rich clause-typing system. 

3. The syntactic dimension of Anishinaabemowin discourse markers 

Two features of Emonds’ (2004) Discourse Phrase proposal — where each CP can be 
associated with an a-categorical recursive DiscP — make it well-suited for cross-
linguistic investigation of DMs: it focuses on the interface between clause-typing, 
prosody, and information structure; it eschews potentially invalid pre-labelling.4 
Applying the DiscP analysis to An yields two generalizations (3): position 1 DMs are 
XPs in Spec,DiscP; position 2 DMs are Discourse heads.  

(3) [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc DM2] [CP …] ] ] 

(4)  a. Adunction analysis b. Discourse Phrase analysis 

 
 

 
4 The DiscP analysis lacks dedicated labels for information-theoretic positions (FocusP TopicP) contra 
Rizzi (1997) and discourse-linked positions (SpeakerP, AddresseeP) contra Speas and Tenny (2003).  
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One must also consider how the DiscP analysis applies to a language such as an 
An where the verb complex is a CP (Lochbilder and Mathieu 2013), and material 
external to the verb complex is CP-external. Thus, combining a nominal with a verb 
form minimally consists of a DP adjoined to CP (Déchaine et al., in press); thus, asemaa 
in-gii-minigoo ‘Tobacco, someone gave me’ (§1.2a) would be analyzed as in (4a). But 
CP-external positions could be introduced by functional layers corresponding to a 
succession of DiscPs (4b). Syntactically, CP-adjoined DMs are predicted to not select 
their CP host, but the DiscP analysis predicts Disc heads can select their CP 
complements. And the postulation of a Disc head predicts it will have prosodic 
correlates; it does, in the form of a pitch target, annotated H in (4b).5 Moreover, a 
distributional analysis points to mii, a position 1 DM, being phrasal and introduced in 
Spec,DiscP. This (correctly) predicts that while mii will be unselective relative to 
clause-type, position 2 DMs select the CP complements they introduce. The DiscP 
analysis also predicts that DiscP is recursive; this (correctly) predicts DM stacking. In 
the following subsections, we review the syntactic evidence that supports the DiscP 
analysis, and then turn our attention to the prosodic correlates of DiscP in (§4). 

3.1  Some DMs are unselective 

DM mii is unselective and so introduces the full range of speech acts: assertoric (5-6), 
directive (7), and commissive (8). The contribution of mii is colored by clause-type, as 
reflected by its translation as ‘and’, ‘this’ or ‘so’. According to Valentine (2001: 963), 
if mii introduces a conjunct mode clause (5), it functions as a sequential predicator. He 
observes that although mii generally occurs in conjunct order clauses, “[o]ccasionally, 
in narratives, verbs in construction with mii show independent order inflection” 
(Valentine 2001:973); this corresponds to (5).6 As for directive speech acts, “Yes/no 
questions […] with the predicative particle, mii. […] are mostly used for ratification of 
a conjecture or logical inference, and expect an affirmative answer. (Valentine 
2001:978). As with commissive speech acts such as imperatives, “[i]mperative forms of 
verbs […] appear with […] mii, especially when the command represents the outcome 
or result of some previously mentioned situation.” (Valentine 2001:995)7 

(5) Mii     [sa  wi]     [ge   sa]    [ge    naa] [mno-yaa]. 
DM1 DM2 PRN DM2 DM2  DM2 DM2   good.AI.3PRX.IDP 
‘And right away he feels fine’ (SO4:55, adapted from V973, (98)) 

 
5 For Emonds (2004:91), root CPs always permit a DiscP layer, but embedded CPs do so only under 
specific conditions; the same holds of An DMs; see Déchaine et al. (in prep.). 
6 Cook (2014) argues that the independent/conjunct mode contrast is syntactically conditioned: utterance-
bound indexical CPs that host a pronominal in Spec,CP are in the independent mode CPs (i); anaphoric 
CPs with a null operator in Spec,CP are in the conjunct mode (ii). 
(i) [CP pro [C’ [C … ] ] ] independent mode clause 
(ii) [CP OP [C’ [C … ] ] ]] conjunct mode clause 
7 Examples (5)-(8) raise the question of what mii contributes; we suggest that mii super-asserts p, in the 
sense of Osa-Gómez del Campo (2020); see Déchaine et al. (in prep.) 
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(6) Mii  giiwenh  [enaajmotwaad]          wa mdimooyenh niwi w-niijaans-an. 
DM1 allegedly IC.tell/way.TA.3PRX>3OBV.CJ DEM old.woman   PRN 3-child-OBV 
‘This is what the old ladyPRX told her childrenOBV’ (SO2.20, V964, (65)) 

(7) Mii    na        [wii-boon-taa-yang]? 
DM1 DM2.Q PROSP-stop-AI-2&1.CJ 
‘Is this when we (incl.) stop working?’ (AM39.485; V978, (121))  

(8) Mii    go     maajaan           ambe! 
DM1 DM2 go.away.2.IMVE immediately 
‘So go away immediately! (SO3.37, V995, (220)) 

3.2  Some DMs are selective 

Position 2 DMs introduce the CP they combine with as a complement; this (correctly) 
predicts that they will exhibit syntactic and semantic selectional restrictions. For reasons 
of space, we illustrate this with only one DM, namely da, which is used to re-ask a 
question. Da selects for interrogative CPs, and so occurs only with directive speech acts 
that introduce a content question; see (9). 

(9) a. Wegonen? Wegonen  da? c. Aanin da     ezhinikaazoyan? 
INTER INTER    DM2  how     DM2  you.are.named 
‘What?’ ‘What now?’  ‘What is your name again?’ 
(F131, 101a) (F131, 101b)  (F131, 102a) 

3.3  DMs can stack 

The DiscP analysis predicts recursive DiscP will be possible. We have already discussed 
DM1+DM2 sequences, with position 1 DM in Spec,DiscP and position 2 DM the Disc 
head. We also expect to find sequences of position 1 DMs and position 2 DMs. There 
are several analytic possibilities, two of which are in (10); both are consistent with 
published An datasets. In (10a), DM1/DM2 sequences are treated as iterations of DM1 
(DM1*) and DM2 (DM2*); this predicts that DM1/DM2 sequences will behave as 
semantic and phonological clusters. Alternatively, (10b) posits multiple Specs for DM1, 
but iterated heads for DM2. This predicts DM1 sequences will be less semantically and 
phonologically cohesive than DM2 sequences. The latter accords with extant 
descriptions (Valentine 2001, Fairbanks 2016), where DM1 sequences sometimes 
involve a comma intonation between8 DMs, but DM2 sequences show tight semantic 
and phonological integration. We tentatively adopt the analysis in (10b). (11) and (12) 
illustrate the sequencing of DM1 and DM2; this is annotated with PU (prosodic unit) 

 
8 Not discussed in the main text is recursion of DiscP, (ia). This makes two inccorect predictions, namely: 
sequences of DM2 without DM1, and alternating multiple occurrences of DM1 and DM2, yielding a 
*[[DM1 DM2] [DM1 DM2]] in (ic). Instead, the attested sequences are [DM1 DM1] [DM2 DM2]. 
(i) a. [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc        ] [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc        ] [CP … ]]]]]] 

b. * [DiscP [Disc’ [Disc DM2] [DiscP  [Disc’ [Disc DM2] [CP … ]]]]]] 
c.* [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc DM2] [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc DM2] [CP … ]]]]]] 
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boundaries and with max pitch target (H). A remarkable feature of such examples is that 
sequences of position 1 DMs all involve a combination of one of the allomorphs of the 
interactional DM {ahaw, howa, ohoo} with mii. The examples in (11) reveal a 
tantalizing pattern: in the absence of position 2 DMs the locus of max pitch is the 
leftmost position 1 DM (11a); when present, position 2 DMs attract H (11b-c). The 
variable locus of max pitch raises the question of how DMs determine how prosodic 
units map onto syntactic units; this is the focus of the next section.9 

(10) a. [DiscP DM1*  [Disc’ [Disc  DM2*] [CP … ] ]] 
b. [DiscP DM1 [DiscP DM1 [Disc’ [Disc  DM2*]  [CP … ] ]] ] 

(11) a. [PU ahawH mii-gwech.] ‘OK, thank you.’ (J§1.1) 
b. [PU Howa mii-saH imaa_] ‘It is here.’ (J§5.1) 
c. [PU “Ohoo mii-gwech saH gii-miizhiyan owe] ‘Thanks for this food (J§7.1) 

(12)  [PU ahaw mii-sa go-naa-e ] ‘okay that is it’ (J§19) 

4.  Anishinaabemowin DMs and the syntax-prosody interface 

Central to our analysis is the claim that there is a correspondence between Discourse 
Phrases and Prosodic Units. Two possibilities are relevant; see (13). In (13a), XP and 
PU converge, as with the verbal complex, where XP = CP. But an XP can contain 
multiple PUs (13b); this happens if CP combines with an additional constituent. In The 
DiscP analysis, this means each DiscP contains two PUs: one is the XP in Spec,DiscP, 
the other is the XP (usually CP) complement of the Disc head. We first present 
background information on how we measure prosodic units and introduce the Prosodic 
Unit Hypothesis (§4.1), and then test the predictions of the latter (§4.2). 

(13) a. [XP=PU … ]10 [CP=PU gii-pi-ombigi-yaan ] 
           PST-come-grow.up.1SG.CJ 
  ‘…(as) I was growing up’ (J§2.3b) 

 

 
9 See Fairbanks (2016:148 (ex. 124-125)) for other examples of position 2 DM sequences. DM2 naa is 
notable as it typically co-occurs with other position 2 DMs but never appears as the first element of a 
sequence of positions 2 DMs (Fairbanks 2016:145) and “contributes some meaning or function to the 
overall meaning of the particle cluster” (Fairbanks 2016:149). 
10 Degand (2016) identifies three possibilities for mapping PUs onto syntactic XPs, (i-iii). (i)-(ii) 
correspond to (13a-b). (iii) is a one-to-many mapping between PU and XPs where a single prosodic unit 
contains multiple XPs. This is found in An with CP-internal constituents, where XPs is CP and VP. As 
DMs don’t interact with CP-internal structure, (iii) does not figure in our treatment. For related discussion 
of CP-internal phonological domains, see Miller (2018), Slavin (2012) and Newell and Pigott (2014) on 
Ojibwe; Russell (1999) on Plains Cree; Weber (2020) on Blackfoot. 
(i) [XP=PU…]  = (17a) (ii) [XP [PU…] [PU…]] = (17b) 
(iii) [PU [XP … ] [XP … ]]]  … [PU  [CP gii-pi- [VP ombigi]-yaan ]] 
         PST-come-grow.up-1SG.CJ 
    ‘…(as) I was growing up’ (J§2.3b) 
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 b. [XP [PU … ] [PU … ]] [DiscP  [DP=PU Asemaa [CP=PU ingii-miinigoo]] 
                       tobacco         1.PST-give.INV.X>1 
  ‘Tobacco, someone gave me’ (J§2.3a) 

4.1  A primer on prosodic units 

Our prosodic analysis uses two types of software — Audacity (an editing and recording 
software, https://www.audacityteam.org/) and Praat — supplemented by human 
identification of Utterance Boundaries. To make the audio as clear as possible without 
distortion, we ran the Audacity Noise Reduction Filter twice, with standard settings: 
Noise Reduction: 8 dB, Sensitivity: 4 and Frequency Smoothing (bands): 1. The audio 
was not recorded in a sound-attenuated environment, so despite cleaning it twice, there 
remained background noise, and so to avoid mis-analysis, we supplemented the Praat 
auto-generated analysis with careful human listening. Our use of Praat focused on pitch 
tracking; the figures indicate pitch with the blue line. Our unit of analysis is an utterance 
(14a), which corresponds to a prosodic unit (14b); the prosodic unit identified by 
utterance boundaries corresponds to a Discourse Phrase (14c). Within an utterance, we 
track two kinds of pitch: pitch prominence (14d) and max pitch (14e). We adopt the 
Prosodic Unit Hypothesis (15) which enforces a DiscP-PU mapping, a default 
phonology-syntax matching relation (Selkirk 2011). In An, max pitch is the primary 
acoustic correlate of a PU; this predicts that a Discourse Phrase will be the locus of max 
pitch. 
(14) a. An utterance is identified by its utterance boundaries (marked by ||), equated 

with (approximately 1 second) pauses in speech which correspond to breath 
groups; orthographically they are often marked by commas. 

b. A prosodic unit (PU) is a span identified by Utterance Boundaries, with a 
max pitch. 

c.  A Discourse Phrase (DiscP) is a (marked or unmarked) root CP: 
(i) marked CPs have a comma intonation or a DM; 
(ii) unmarked CPs have no pauses or DMs. 

d. The pitch prominence (marked a single asterisk *) is the set of highest 
pitches in a given utterance. 

e.  The max pitch (marked with a double asterisk ** or H) is the highest pitch 
of an utterance. 

(15) Prosodic Unit Hypothesis (PUH) 
(i) Discourse Phrases (DiscP) map onto Prosodic Units (PU). 
(ii) DiscP is the locus of the max pitch of the PU. 

4.2  Predictions of the Prosodic Unit Hypothesis (PUH) 

The Prosodic Unit Hypothesis predicts that marked CPs attract max pitch to DiscP with 
the Disc head being the locus of max pitch (16a). If the Disc head lacks segmental 
content, the locus of max pitch is the first XP (16b), which may be filled by DM1or by 
another phrasal constituent. For unmarked CPs, — i.e. bare CPs with no DMs or XPs at 
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the left-edge — we predict that max pitch will be determined by stress, with prominence 
on the antepenultimate syllable of the CP (qua verbal complex), see (16c). 

(16) a. [DiscP XP  DiscDM2=H [CP …] 2nd position max pitch 
b. [DiscP XPH Disc∅ [CP …] 1st position max pitch 
c.   [CP … σH σ σ] max pitch on CP 

4.2.1 Second position can attract max pitch 

If Disc has overt content in the form of a position 2 DM our analysis predicts that it will 
be the locus of the max pitch. The Jones text confirms this, as all the position 2 DMs 
attract max pitch. We illustrate this with the position 2 DM go; see (17) and Figure 4 
which shows that go attracts max pitch. 
 
(17) mii-go       omaa  wewiib   e-zhi-… 

DM1-DM2  DEM  quickly   C-REL-… 
‘It is here where quickly…’ (J§5.1)  

 

 
Figure 4. Max pitch on second position DM go (Ex .17) 

We understand this as follows: even if Disc lacks segmental content, it introduces 
an H target; this yields the surface effect of position 1 DM mii bearing max pitch.11 
From this we conclude that: (i) DMs are the locus of max pitch; (ii) as Disc heads, 
position 2 DMs attract max pitch; (iii) in the absence of an overt position 2 DM, max 
pitch defaults to position 1 DMs. 

4.2.2 First position can attract max pitch 

Position 1 mii can attract max pitch, but only in the absence of a position 2 DM, as in 
(18), and the counterpart Figure 5.  
 

 
11 CP fails to attract max pitch when other left-peripheral material is present, so (i) is unattested. 
(i) * [DiscP mii  ∅ [CP … H… ] 
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(18) Mii   e-piit-agoodoo-yan 
DM1 C-degree-set.snare.AI.2SG.CJ 
‘That is how high you hang the snare’ (J§6.3) 

 

 

Figure 5. Max pitch on first position DM mii (Ex. 18) 

But what happens when there are no DMs to attract max pitch? There are two 
possibilities to consider: [XP CP] combinations and bare [CP]s. For [XP CP], given that 
the DiscP analysis applies equally to all CP-external elements, we expect a first-position 
XP to attract max pitch; this is confirmed by (19), where has a succession of two 
utterances, each with a first-position XP that the locus of max pitch, as confirmed by 
the pitch track in Figure 6. 

(19) [DisP Debwe, debwe       iwe    gaa-i-kidod,              ]    [DiscP gakina awiya debwe] 
tell.truth.AI tell.truth.AI DEM PRF.IC-thus.speak.AI.3SG.CJ      all   INDEF tell.truth.AI 
‘I will speak in a certain way, all ways are valid.’  
    (J§3.2) 

 
Figure 6. Max Pitch on the first-position XP (Ex. 19) 

4.2.3 Elsewhere, CP can attract max pitch 

When CP occurs by itself, it will of necessity be the locus of max pitch; given that the 
verb complex is a CP, this corresponds to contexts where a clause is introduced with no 
dependents or modifiers. Though such utterances are rare, they are attested, and 
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typically occur in anaphoric contexts that flag previously mentioned information or 
shared background knowledge.  

(20) [PU Mii    niin        owe    gaa-igoowan,… ] 
       DM1 PRN.1  DEM  PFV-tell.AI.3.OBV 
‘This is what I was told;…’ (J§16.14) 

 

 
Figure 7. Max on the right edge of the verb (Ex. 20) 

An example of such an utterance is given in (20), where the narrator is referring 
to what she has been told, which has already been mentioned. As shown in Figure 7, 
max pitch is on the right edge of the verb, the position where we expect primary stress 
to occur. Also note the compressed pitch range of this utterance, a characteristic feature 
of anaphoric contexts (Mayer et al. 2006). Thus, with bare CPs, of which anaphoric 
clauses are the canonical exemplar, max pitch and stress align. 

5.  In lieu of conclusion 

Data from an oral text provides a rich vein of evidence relative to the syntax, semantics, 
pragmatics and prosody of An DMs. For syntax proper, we have argued that Emonds’ 
(2004) Discourse Phrase analysis can be fruitfully applied to An DMs. The major 
finding is a negative one, in eschewing dedicated functional projections we have 
(indirectly) demonstrated that dedicated information-theoretic and perspectival 
projections (e.g. TopicP, FocusP, SpeakerP, AddresseeP), are not conceptually 
necessary. In addition to confirming earlier descriptions of how DMs are integrated into 
clause structure (Valentine 2001, Fairbanks 2016), an in-depth analysis of a narrative 
suggests that DMs primarily flag the speaker’s propositional attitude. Consistent with 
positing a H pitch target introduced by the Disc head, when present, position 2 DMs 
attract max pitch. In the absence of a position 2 DM, position 1 XPs — which include 
position 1 DMs and other XPs — attract max pitch. With bare CPs, max pitch defaults 
to the penultimate stressed syllable. We anticipate that future work on An DMs will 
contribute to emerging formal theories on the cross-linguistic typology of discourse-
marking. We hope that this is a first step in this direction.  
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